Maire Tecnimont chooses SAP to accelerate its digital transformation and reach
decarbonization targets
Maire Tecnimont Group is the firstItalian engineering player to shift its business processes
onto cloud computing by choosing RISE with SAP, thereby accelerating its digital
transformation and continuing on its decarbonization path.
Maire Tecnimont's choice of RISE with SAP will allow the group to achieve even greater
agility and responsiveness across all of its business processes in all countries where it
operates: the complete migration to the cloud will contribute to the continuous evolution of
the group on international markets, and accelerating the time to value of its strategic
objectives.
By moving its business processes to cloud, Maire Tecnimont’s improves its scalability and its
sustainable approach, making it easier to manage future growth, counting on SAP as unique
technological and advising partner. The partnership with SAP will also support Maire
Tecnimont in achieving its carbon neutrality targets for 2030 and 2050 for both Scope 2
indirect emissions, which are related to the consumption of "purchased energy", and Scope
3 indirect emissions, i.e. all emissions generated for the provision of services included in the
agreement with SAP.
The global project will be rolled out in successive phases in all geographies where Maire
Tecnimont operates. Full migration to RISE with SAP is expected to be completed by the first
quarter of 2022.
PierrobertoFolgiero, CEO of Maire Tecnimont Group, commented: "Partnerships are born to
innovate, combining distinctive skills and technology, and always staying one step ahead of
the curve. We are thrilled to be the first in our industry to work shoulder to shoulder with a
technology leader like SAP, to combine our experience as engineers and builders with the
technological leverage of digitization: migrating fully to the cloud means reducing energy
consumption, increasing agility and flexibility, and above all optimizing processes and
logistics for our people, the real engine of our industrial excellence. This partnership will
help us in achieving our carbon neutrality goals in the long term, supporting us in our role as
enablers of the energy transition".
“Maire Tecnimont has always demonstrated an unparalleled focus on innovation by
pioneering new approaches within its own industrial sector, combined with an attitude for
excellence at global level. This is underpinned by a strategy to make the most of what
technology can offer today, confirming its pioneering spirit in the adoption of advanced
solutions that allow them to always be one step ahead in the market”, stated Emmanuel
Raptopoulos, CEO of SAP Italy. "We are particularly proud to extend our collaboration with
Maire Tecnimont thanks to the choice of RISE with SAP, which will see us committed to
offering skills, technologies and innovation fostering new digital transformation scenarios to
support the growth and development of the Group".

